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Abstract 
Spangher, W., On Bayer’s deformation and the associativity formula, Discrete Applied 
Mathematics 33 (1991) 225-233. 
A usual technique in computational commutative algebra is to reduce the computation of in- 
variants of ideals IC k[X] where k is a field, to the computation of the corresponding invariant 
of the monomial ideal M(I) which is associated to I (w.r.t. some term ordering) by means of 
Grobner bases, via Buchberger’s algorithm. 
An early instance of this technique is Macaulay’s theorem: if I is homogeneous then: 
dimk(l,) = dim@(I),) for all n. 
En this paper we give a genera: vclsitiu uf ~v~~~~uLI~‘~ ikorem for ideals in polynomial rings 
over a noetherian ring R and any additive function 4. As a consequence, the computation of A(I) 
for any ideal I can be reduced to the computation of J(M(I)), for the associated monomial ideal. 
The result above is obtained by a study of the main properties of Bayer’s deformation. 
Introduction 
In [l] Bayer constructs a common deformation of k[X]N and k[XJ/M(I) where 
k is a field, I an ideal of k[X] and M(I) is the monomial ideal associated to I w .r.t . 
a term ordering. This is done as follows: let t be another indeterminate over k; we 
put deg t= 1; then, if arbitrary (positive) degrees are given to the Xi and if hl 
denotes the homogeneization of I w.r.t. f, we have the canonical map w: k[t] + 
k[X, t]/hL The fibre of w over t - a (a E k) is by definition: k[X, t]/(hI, t - a). The 
key point is that the Xi can be suitably graded so that the fibre of v over t - 1 is 
k[X]/I, and the fibre of ly over t is k[X]/M(I). In this case t,u is called Bayer’s 
deformation. 
Bayer also shows that the previous deformation is fl 
from that, acaulay’s theorem (i.e., dim,&) = dimk 
iw. 
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Macaulay’s theorem has been generalized in [ 1 I], to the case in which k is an arti- 
nian ring; this case is relevant in the study of the multipiicity of intersection of two 
varieties. On the other hand, in Lemma 1.1 and 1.3, we prove that, also in the case 
in which k is a noetherian ring, it is possible to define Bayer’s deformation. 
However, when k is an artiniar_ ring, Bayer’s deformation is (in general) not flat (see 
Proposition 1.6) and the above proof of Macaulay’s theorem cannot be directly 
generalized. 
In this paper we study a general property of Bayer’s deformation which plays the 
same role as flatness in the proof of theorems of Macaulay’s type, namely the fact 
that the Grothendieck group of fibres of Bayer’s deformation is constant. As a con- 
sequence of this and of the universal property of Grothendieck groups, we can prove 
a general version of Macaulay’s theorem, namely: 
“If k is a noetherian ring and Ic_ k[X] a homogeneous ideal, then every additive 
function A on k is constant on the azth component of the fibres of Bayer’s deforma- 
tion (for all n)” (see Theorem 2.5). As a corollary (see Corollary 2.6) we obtain that 
for homogeneous ideals I in /:1X] (k a noetherian ring) for each additive function 
il, we have: lz(I,) = n@!(l),) (for all n). So the computation of any additive func- 
tion for a (homogeneous) ideal can be reduced to the monomial case. 
This paper consists of two sections. In Section 1, we define Bayer’s deformation 
in a very general setting and prove many of its properties; in particular in Proposi- 
tion 1.6 we give a necessary and sufficient condition for its flatness, In Section 2 
we give the general type of Macaulay’s theorem by means of an investigation of pro- 
perties of Bayer’s deformation w.r.t. the universal dditive function (i.e., Grothen- 
dieck group). 
All rings are commutative, noetherian with unit element. 
otations. Let A be a commutative ring, R = A[X] =A[&, . . . r &] and T(R) the 
set of terms p = Xpl =*a X,? with aI, . . . , a,~ IN. As usual T(&R) is ordered by a term 
ordering U, i.e., < ci. For f = C aiqi with ai E A - {0}, VI< a*** < bar, let: It,(f) = Pi, 
A&(f) = a,p,. Let I be an ideal in R; then B = {fi, . . . ,f,,} is called a a-Griibner 
basis of I (or a o-weak Grobner basis) if the monomial ideal (associated to I by a) 
M(I) = M,(I) = (C i&(gk): gk E I) is generated by { M,( fr ), . . . , Mo( fn)} . The 
monomial ideal M,,(l) is T(R) = IN “-homogeneous, i.e., M,(I) = a,, TtRl (M~I)));; 
also with Mu( we denote the ideal in ‘4 of the coefficients of (M,(I)),. 
ation and its flatness 
X,] be a polynomial ring where A is noetherian. Con- 
sider a term ordering o ( < ) in R and let { f 1, . . . , fs) be a a-Griibner base of an ideal 
I of R (see [7]). Write U for the set of terms with nonzero coefficient off,, . . . , fs. 
By [l, (1.8)], there exist di=deg(Xi)E N+ (i= 1 J . . . , r) such that for each u = fl Xiai, 
u Xi” E U: u < cT u if and only if C aidi=deg(u) < deg(u) = C /lidi a 
US denote by r a term ordering degree compatible on R with deg(Xi) = di. 
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Lemma 1.1. (4;, l m- 9fs} is also a r-Grtibner base. 
roof. We remark that, in contrast to the case where A is a field, Hironaka’s &vi- 
sion algorithm and Buchberger’s criterion are not allowable. It is enough to prove 
that for every& I we have a r-weak Grobner representation in terms of { fi, . . . , fs} 
(see [7]), i.e., f = C hicf;: with It,(f) = maxi It,@&) l It,(&), where, obviously, 
lt,(cf;:) = lt,(cf;:). 
Consider a a-weak Grobner representation of f:f= C gJ. From this we write 
the formal monomial expansion of C giJ;:; by rewriting every S-polynomial C z.+h 
corresponding to syzygies C ujMO(Jj) = 0 in the monomial expansion, via a-weak 
representations in terms of { fi, . l l , fS}, we give a a-weak Grobner representation 
Of f (i.e., f= C hifi), without syzygies in the monomial expansion. Therefore 
f = C hi fi is also a r-weak Grobner representation. Indeed, if lt,( f) < @ = 
max lt,(hi) l It,(J), and J= {j: lt,(hj) l It,(h) = a}, we have that C M,(hJM,(fj) = 0 
is a syzygy in C hi fi and SO a contradiction. q 
1.2. Consider a term ordering ? on Z?[t] =A[X, t] induced by T, defined in the 
following way: 
Put deg(Xi) = di and deg(t) = 1; if U, o E T(A[X, t]) (set of terms of A[X, t]) UC f o 
iff deg(u) < deg(v) or otherwise % c f av (where a~ is the dehomogeneization of u). 
Let us consider now the ideal hlof A[X, t], the homogeneized ideal of I w.r.t. the 
variable t. Now, by Lemma 1.1, it is not difficult to see that { hfi, . . . , hfS} is a 
T-Grobner base of hI. 
1.3. Let us now consider the canonical homomorphism w : A[t] --) R[t]/hl. It is 
easy to see that: R[t]/(“l, t)= R/M(I) (where M(I) =&(I) =M,(I) is the monomial 
ideal associated to I w.i.t. ct or r), and M(I) =AQhI) and R[t]/(hZ, t - l)= R/I. 
Furthermore we can consider R[t]/hI as a common deformation of R/M(I) and 
R/I; this is called Bayer’s deformation and the homomorphism w is the Bayer’s 
family parametrized by A[t], with R/M(I) as special fiber and R[t]/(hl, t - a) as 
generic fiber (a E A - { 0)). 
Let, now, I be a homogeneous ideal of R w.r.t. deg(Xi)=pi; in this case, Bayer’s 
deformation has a natural graduation R[t]/hl= @ En induced by the fact that “I is 
(also) homogeneous w.r.t. deg(t) = 0 and deg(Xi) =pi; in Section 2, we consider 
only this graduation which is very different from the other graduatior! induced by 
deg(t) = 1 and deg(Xi) = di (see the notations before Lemma 1.1). 
emar Several properties for Grobner bases 
do not hold for general noetherian rings A. 
which are true where A is a field, 
(a) Let be R =Z[X], g=X, f1 =2X, f? = 3X, now we have the following two 
M representations of g: g =Of, +Of2+ X= -4; +9; + 0 and so, in general, Hirona 
division algorith 
(b) On the other hand, let g E R = A[X] and G be a a-Grobner base of an ideal 
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I of R. An element g’~ R is said to be a normal form of g w.r.t. G if g’-gd and 
rr_o monomial of g’ belongs to the ideal M,(I); it Is easy to see that M,(g’)rM,(g). 
We denote N(g, G) the set of the normal forms of g w.r.t. G. We can easily prove 
the following properties: 
N(g,G)={O) iff geI; 
N(g, G) n N(h, G) # 0 iff N(g, G) = N(h, G) iff g + I = h + I. 
If A is a field and G is a Grobner base, then each g E R has a unique normal form 
w.r.t. G; this property is not true in general. 
(c) With the above notations, let d = {CUE T(R): M,(I),#A}; we have the 
following canonical representation relative to the term ordering o: 
O-,kerX-+A(4) 2 R/I-,0 
whereX((a&.&=Ca@Iand kerX={(a,&Ca&zI}. 
In general ker x # 0; it is easy to see that ker x = 0 iff M,,(1), =A or M,(I), = 0 
for any a E T(R); in this case we have a canonical base for R/I w.r.t. CJ and R/I 
is A-free. 
If A is a field, the flatness of y was proved in Bayer’s thesis [l, (2.12)]. Now, 
we come to the main result of t.41~ section. We give the characterization of the 
flatness of w in terms of the ideal I and the term ordering ci. 
We start with a necessary local condition. Let (A, m) be a local ring. If 1 E I we 
have R[t]/hl=O and therefore ry is flat. Let, now, I be a proper ideal of R and 
therefore h1 is proper. The ring A [t] is Z-graded (deg(t) = 1) but also A [X, t] is Z- 
graded w.r.t. the total degree (deg(t)= 1, deg(X’) =dj). Now A[t] and A[X, t]ihI 
are h-local rings and w is an h-local homomorphism. 
if w is flat (i.e., h-flat), then w is faithfully flat (i .e., h-faithfully flat (see [9, Pro- 
positions 13-141). In particular, ry flat implies ry injective, i.e., hl&4[t] = (0), and 
SO also m A = (0). 
In conclusion we have the following: 
S. If A is a local ring and ly is flat, then I is improper or In A = (0). 
The referee has pointed out, by the following example, that the condition 
“A is a local ring” is necessary: let A =k[Y]/(Y”- Y), I= Y+l[X]; then ry is flat, 
I is proper but In A #(O). 
Now, we give a necessary and sufficient condition (not local) for the flatness of w. 
osi . Let A be a noetherian ri g. With the above notations, the follow- 
ing conditions are equivalent : 
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(i) w is flat; 
(ii) A[X]/M(I) is A-projective; 
(iii) A/M(I), is A-projective for any a E T(R); 
(iv) M(I), l J= M(I), n 9 for any ideal J of A and any CY E T(R). 
Proof. We can suppose that I is a proper ideal of R. The element t is regular in A [t], 
and also in A[X, t]/hI by the very definition of hl. On the other hand, for every 
homogeneous ideal a of Ajt], the A[t]-module a@A[rl R[t]lhl is (t)-adically 
separated, since t is in the homogeneous Jacobson’s radical of A[t]. By [4, Corollary 
(331 we have that ry is flat iff @: A + A[X]/M(I) is flat. Then, since A[X]/M(I) 
is Zgraded, every monomial component (A[X]/M(I)), is A-flat, and so 
A-projective by finitely presentation. Cl 
Corollary 1.7. Let A be a focal ring. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) w is flat; 
(ii) M(I), = A or M(I),=0 for any a E T(R); 
(iii) R/l admits a canonical A-base (see Remark 1.4(c)). 
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 1.6, A[X],/M(I), is A-projective iff it is A- 
free, iff M(I),= A or M(l), = 0 for any a. 0 
Remark. Let, now A be an artinian ring. Since A = @y= I Ai where Ai are local ar- 
tinian rings, we have A[t] = @ Ai[t], A[X, t] = @ Ai[X, t], hl= @ Ji where Ji are 
homogeneous ideals of Ai[X, t] and t is also regular in Ai [XI t]; p is flat iff 
vi : Ai[t] + Ai[X, t]/Ji are flat for any i= 1, . . . , n and so from Corollary 1.7 we can 
deduce a useful criterion of flatness of w. 
If A is a field, then ry is always flat. If A is an artinian ring, it may happen that 
ry is not flat. But, we are able to prove the following: 
Proposition 1.8. Let A be an artinian ring. Then A[X, t]lhI is an A[t]-module tor- 
‘An fr n f; 82 SlW#c J&G \C.Cr, every regu far elernen t f(t) of A [t] is also A [X, t] /hi-regular). 
Proof. First of all, note that, as in the remark after Corollary 1.7, we can suppose 
A local. Therefore Reg(A [t]) = A [t] - m[t] where m is the maximal ideal of A, and 
dim A =0 implies that all elements of m[t] are nilpotent. Let (ao+ alt + -0. + ajtj+ 
0-0 + aptP)(go + •*+-g,)~hI where 00, . . ..aj_lEm and @j&m, g,+AW], 
deg(g,)=k (where, as always deg(Xij=di, deg(tj= 1). Put: ao+ - +aj.~j-~ =f, 
ajtj+ 
l .* +Cr,tP= -h; then f is nilpotent, i.e., there exist n E N, such that: f n = 0. If 
we use the fact that f-h is a factor of fn - h”, we have (f n - h”)(go+ a.0 +gq) E ‘1 
and so h”(go + .a* +g,) E hl where the first coefficient of hn is invertible. Hence, it 
is easy to see, by the very definition of hI, that goE “I and so, by induction, that 
go* rn*g +g,Ehl. 0 
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Corollary 1.9. Let A be Gn artinian ring and S bea multiplicative set of A[t]. Then 
A [tls -+ (A [X, tIPI), is torsion free; in particular, if (A, m) is a local artiniasr ring, 
then A[X, t]/“l @A(rj A]t[ is A ]t[-torsion free, where A]t[ = A[t],r,(ll is the “gonfle- 
ment” of the local ring A. 
roof. Putting together Proposition 1.8 and [8, (18.12)], the proof follows. 0 
2. Macaulay’s theorems and connection between the associativity formula and 
Bayer’s deformation 
In the famous paper [6], Macaulay proved the following: 
heorem 2.1. Let k[X] be a polynomial ring with k a field, I a homogeneous ideal 
of kiX] (w.r.t. some degree of the vlrriables X), B a term ordering. Then: 
dimk 1n = dimk M(I),., for any n. 
Proof (via Bayer’s deformation). Consider the graduation k[X, t]/hl= @ E,, as in 
1.3. Put E= E,. Since ly is flat, then E is k[t]-free f.g. and let r,, = rankkIt E. Then 
dimk(k[X]/l), = dimk E/(t - l)E = dimk E/tE = dim,&k[X]/M(I)), = r,. Cl 
Remark. Let us point out that the crucial points of the proof are the following: 
Bayer’s deformation is flat; there exists an additive function on k[t] (i.e., the rank 
on k[t]) whose specialization on k is exactly the (additive) function dimk which is 
constant over the homogeneous components of the fibres. 
2.2. Furthermore, by [ 11, Theorem (2.1)], we have the following generalization of 
the above theorem: “Let A be an artinian ring, I a homogeneous ideal of R = A[t], 
CI a term ordering on R. Then IA(I,)=lA(M(I),) for all n (where &, is the length on 
A)“. 
Now, we want to find a unifying setting for both propositions. Let us remark that 
in the artinian case, J+Y is (in general) not flat, rankA[,] is not additive (see also Prop- 
osition 2.8); moreover it is not clear at all how to find an additive function on A4!t] 
whose specialization on A is the length on A. 
.3. Let R be a noetherian ring. W’e denote by GO(R) the Grothendieck group 
K&9) where @? is the category of R-modules M f.g. and with [MIR = [M] the ele- 
ment of G,(R) determined by M. It is well known that the group GO(R) satisfies a 
certain universal property which is easily described as follows. Let il be an additive 
function from @? to some Abelian group G, then there exists a unique group 
momorphism 2 : G,(R) -+ G such that: ,4,(M) = l([M]) for all ME @. The map 
-+ [M], Es called the universal additive function on R. 
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For sake of completeness we recall some definitions (see [3]). It is well known that 
Go(R) =D(R)@Z(R) where Z(R) is the subgroup of GO(R) generated by the set 
{[R/p]: p E Spec(R), ht(p)>O} and D(R) is the free Abelian group with basis 
{[R/p]: p E Spec(R), ht(p) = 0). Suppose yl, .*. , ys are elements of R and let 
J= (Yl, l ** 9 u,). We can define a “multiplicity map”: xR(yI, . . . , yJ : GO(R) -+ 
GO(R/J) by x&i, .*% - ?,)[E] = Cosi<s (-l)‘[Hi(E,, ,)I where E is an R-module 
and Hi(Ey,, .., J denotes the ith homology module’oi the Koszul complex E,,, **a*, ys 
of E generated by yl, l . . , ys. 
Now, the difficulty of the research of some additive function on A[t] (A artinian) 
whose specialization on A is the length IA, is, in some manner, surpassable because 
we can obtain IA from [ ‘IA by the universal property and [ ‘IA from [ +[rj by the 
multiplicity map. 
Lemma 2.4. Let A be a noetherian ring and I an ideal of R = A[X]. We consider 
Bayer’s deformation R [t]/ht. Then: 
(i) t-a is regular for Rft]/hI for aN ae A; 
(ii) if I is a homogeneous ideal, then for the nth component E = E,, of R[t]/hI 
(see 1.3) we have that E is a f.g. A[+module and [E] is a Z-linear combination of 
[A [t]/q[t]] where q E Spec(A). 
Proof. (i) is immediate, by the very definition of hl. 
(ii) We consider a filtration $ of E with factor modules isomorphic to A[t]/p 
(where p ESpec(A[t])) and so: [E] = C n(p)[A[t]/p], where n(p) is the number of 
factor modules of g isomorphic to A[t]/p. But, following the beautiful algebraic 
proof of GO(A[t])=GO(A) given by Swan [2, pp. 1344-13453, we have that [A[t]/p] 
is expressible as Z-linear combination of [A [t]/q[t]] where q E Spec(A). q 
Theorem 2.5. Let A be a noetherian ring, I a homogeneous ideal of A[X] and A 
an additive function on A. Then il is constant on the nth component of the fibres 
of Bayer’s deformation (i.e., n(E,,/(t - a)E,)) is independent of a E A, for all n). 
Proof. Put E= E, and S= A[t]. Since t-a is regular for E, by the general 
associativity formula (see [3, Proposition 1.171) we have: 
[E/(t,-a)E] =xs(t -a)[El = 1 nlP)x&--@[S/p] 
induced by a suitable filtration 9 of E with factor modules isomorphic to S/p 
(p E Spec(S)), where n(p) is the number of factor modules isomorphic to S/p. By 
Lemma 2.4 we also have: [EN - @El = C m(qlx& - aWdtl1 ONq) E IN, 
q E Spec(A)). Since xs(t - a)[S/q[t]] = [S/(q[t], t- a)] = [A/q], and [E/(t - a)E] 
being independent of a, we conclude the proof, by the universal property of 
Grothendieck groups. Cl 
With the above notations, A(&,) = 1(M(I),) for all n. 
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Remarks 2.7. (I) We can prove Theorem 2.5 by means of Corollary 2.6. 
Proof: Let rQ- - ~~(~1) where &a : A [A’, t] --) A [X] is given by e,(f) = a (a E A) and 
&I I A[X] = lA[A$ from M(I,)= M(I), it follows the assertion, i.e., ;Z((&) = 
A(n/l(l),,) for all n E h\l, a E A, A an additive function on A. 
(II) We can prove Corollary 2.6 directly, by lifting particular filtrations. 
Proof: Let T, = {a, < a~< 0.0 c+} the set of terms in A[X] with degree n and 
with the induced order by (T. We consider the following filtration on M(I),: 
and SO we have: [M(I),] = C l<i<p [M(I),]. Now, by lifting the above filtration, 
we can consider the followingfiltration on I,,: 
061a, E l ** c I($- I,., where ia, = {f E In: M(f) E @ M(I),}. 
lsksi 
Since IJla,_ , = M(I), we have: [I,,] = C 1 <i<p [I,,/&._ ,] = [M(I),]. The assertion 
follows immediately by the universal property of Grothedieck group. 
On the other hand, for the nonadditive function, rankA = rk,, it is impossible to 
have a good Macaulay’s theorem type. 
In fact, let A be a noetherian ring, M an A-module; we recall the following 
general definition of rank: 
rk,(M) = inf(@$,): p E Spec(A), h(p) = 0). 
The rank function, in general, is not additive; rkA is additive for domain A. 
roposition 2.8. In general we have: 
(0 rkf&) = rk,W(I),); 
(ii) rkA(A [Xl/I), 5 rk,(A[X]/M(I)), . 
roof. (i) For any QE Spec(A) we have: (M(I)& = M((I&) and on the other 
hano: p((M(Ih)Q) = c lal =,, !d(M(&)Q) where a E T(Rb 
Now, we suppose that A be an artinian local ring and we prove the thesis in this 
case. Let (2.4, i _. , ua,r, } be a minimal basis of M(I), for 1 al = n, and we set fa,j a 
Fslynomial in 1n such that M(f,,j) = Un;j. It is easy to see, by standard decreasing 
induction, that (fa,j,: Ial = n, 15 j,s ra}, is a system of generators for & (not 
necessarily minimal!). Thus, we must have p(M(I),) = C lcrl =n &+q.&). 
In the general case, let p (ht(p) = 0, D’E Spec(A)) be such that: rk,M(I,) = 
p(M(I&); thus we must have: rkAI, ~p((l,),) 5 rk,M(I,). 
(ii) For any QE Spes(A) we have: p((A/M(I),)Q) = 1 if (M(I),)Q#AQ and 
/J((A/M(I),)Q) =O if (M(I),)Q=AQ. Following the idea of (i), we can suppose that 
A be an artinian local ring. A,= (6: 161 =n, M(I),#A}; we have that 
BE d is a minimal base of ( /M(I)),. But, by Remark 1.4(c), {X6}6Ed is 
also a system of generators of 
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Remark 2.9. In general, we cannot force Proposition 2.8 in equalities. For example: 
let A=h/(4), R=A[X, Y], 1=(2X+ Y) and o the lexicographic order Y<X; 
we have: rkAM(Q = 2, rkAII = 1, rk& = 2, rkAM(I)2 = 3, rkA(R/r), = 1 and 
rk(R/M(I)), = 2. 
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